Golze's ADLConnect app can connect to IridiumGo! portable satellite receivers and transmit GPS and weather data to ForeFlight. Make it easy for your congregation to give, register for events, and join a group on the go.

CAUSE: A SkyBound G1 adapter is being connected to the computer. JDM only supports the blue, single-slot SkyBound G1 adapter. 
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Global Airspace Details: The Maps view features jeppesen-sourced global airspace information for FIRs, UIRs, controlled and special use airspace, including frequencies and transition altitude information. This feature is not supported by the Amazon Alexa app. For best performance, access the Alexa app from Apple Safari (Version 10+) - Mac; Google Chrome - Mac/PC; Mozilla Firefox (Version 37+) - Mac/PC; Internet Explorer (Version 11+) - PC; Chrome (Version 40+) PC. How to remove dropbox app from my mac 

ForeFlight supports FLARM devices that use the NMEA or GDL90 protocols to deliver traffic information, as well as Jeppeson's SkyBound 2-ADS-B and FLARM transceiver. Record overall church attendance to get a big picture perspective of participation.
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I bought an IPad for the Company Jet a few days ago with the sole aim of using it with the new Jeppesen Mobile TC App as it is the most step forward in my rainfall. All other airlines drive to reduce visual clutter on the map. This feature works in both preflight planning modes and in the air. The ADL 100 and 150 provide GPS and satellite weather, while the 190 and 200 add ADS-B traffic and AHRS for backup attitude.

The AIR Connect receives traffic and GPS data from other aviation in your panel and transmits them to ForeFlight via Wi-Fi, allowing you to leverage existing units in your panel for use with ForeFlight.